DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
swiftly the other barge convoys, laden with German tractors and
machinery for the Danubian and Balkan states. On the quayside
you will see the German motor cars and lorries and manufactures
of all kinds, unloaded from the barges, waiting to be delivered to
the German agent.
It is, say the Germans., the most natural and perfect process in
the world. Germany is one of the greatest manufacturing coun-
tries in the world, the Danubian and Balkan states are pre-
dominantly agricultural, the blue Danube links them all on its
journey between the Black Forest and the Black Sea, each can
supply what the other needs, each wants what the other can supply.
It is the reconstruction of that almost perfect economic unit, the
Austro-Hungarian Empire — save that Austria is now Germany,
A difficult argument to refute! But at the end of the process
lies, once more, political dependence, the loss of national freedom,
for the small states, the destruction of the last gain of the World
War,
When I saw Walther Funk that day, followed by the obsequious
throng, Yugoslavia was taking about fifty per cent of all her
imports from Germany and sending about thirty-five per cent of
all her exports to Germany* Approximately similar figures, with a
small margin either way, hold good for Hungary, Bulgaria,
Greece and Turkey; Rumania has lagged a little but will soon be
brought into line*
These proportions will increase until Germany holds almost a
monopoly of Danubian and Balkan trade. A great give-and-take
economic unit is being built within, which customs barriers,
ultimately, will inevitably fall You will have your great German
Customs Empire, and this will become a Political and Military
Empire. The power of applying pressure that Germany has is
becoming irresistible.
Soon the whole Danube will be.under German rule* At present
it is an international river, navigation on it controlled by an
International Commission which is one of the last wan children of
the Peace Treaty. Before the subjugation of C2cchoslovakia
Germany proposed to the Danubian states — Czechoslovakia,
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